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Table II: Accuracy of Solutions
Obtained by Proposed Algorithm
Solution obtained is
Optimal Within 20%
of optimal
Prob 1
54
0
Prob 2
NA
NA
Prob 3
54
0
Prob 4
30
24
Prob 5
NA
NA
Note: Entries in the table represent the number of
cases of each test problem that fall into the speci ed
category. A total of 54 cases for each test problem
were run for each of the availability and the reliability
problems. Results for prob3 and prob5 are NA (not
available) since the CPU time requirement for exhaustive enumeration of these problem is prohibitive.
Table III: Eciency of Proposed Algorithm
Avail. Constraint in E ect
(54 cases)
Average
Average
#of Iterations Eciency(%)
Prob 1
14
56.25
Prob 2
110
99.99
Prob 3
24
95.31
Prob 4
31
93.95
Prob 5
93
99.93
meration approach. The entries in the table represent
the average number of iterations required by the algorithm to solve the stated number of cases and the
corresponding average eciency of the algorithm in
solving those cases. The eciency is calculated as
(1 ? (i=2N ))  100, where i is the number of iterations.
This formula is derived from the fact that if the the
input problem consists of N nodes, then 2N iterations
are required for a complete enumeration.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an e ective integration of the problem of optimally allocating le
copies in an DCS while at the same time ensuring
mutual consistency of replicated data. This yields a
constrained non-linear integer programming problem.
An ecient algorithm utilizing the knowledge of the
special structure of the problem is proposed for consistency constraints.
The proposed algorithm yielded a solution to all

Table IV: Eciency of Proposed Algorithm
Reliab. Constraint in E ect
(54 cases)
Average
Average
#of Iterations Eciency(%)
Prob 1
12
62.5
Prob 2
132
99.99
Prob 3
32
93.75
Prob 4
33
93.55
Prob 5
103
99.92
our sample problems quite rapidly. The CPU times
(on a VAX 8550 computer) for solving problems are
less than 1 second for problems with N  10, and
less than 2 seconds for N  20. Thus, our algorithm
is well suited for networks with up to twenty nodes
even in a real-time mode of operation. Since most
network reliability problems can be eciently solved
up-to about fty nodes [4], we feel that the bottleneck is in the network reliability calculation for larger
networks. It is important to note that, fty nodes
is about the size of a large subnet for a public data
network if we consider only the gateways. Hence, the
proposed algorithm is useful for modeling the subnet
of modern networks, where the component computer
nodes and communication links are subject to failure,
and maintaining mutual consistency of data items is
an important consideration.
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 Otherwise, the current incumbent solution is

the optimal solution. Stop.
Step 3: Perform drop-add phase. The search process always proceeds from the incumbent le allocation.
 The drop part of this phase proceeds as
follows: successively dropping a le copy,
checking the resulted allocation for feasibility, generating and solving the corresponding LP problem, and replacing the incumbent solution with the new allocation only
if the objective function value is lower than
that of the incumbent solution.
 The add part of this phase proceeds by successively adding a le copy to the current allocation, checking the resulted allocation for
feasibility, generating and solving the corresponding LP problem, and replacing the
incumbent solution with the new allocation
only if the objective function value is lower
than that of the incumbent solution.
If the drop-add phase produces a lower cost allocation, that allocation then replaces the incumbent solution and the next drop-add iteration
starts. Otherwise, the incumbent solution is the
lowest cost allocation determined by the algorithm and the algorithm stops.

5 Performance Analysis
The proposed algorithm was implemented in FORTRAN and both this program and the polychain program ran on a Digital VAX 8550 computer. In order to
verify our implementation, we used two test examples
[9]: a ve node problem, and a nineteen node ARPA
problem .
The results of the ve experiments conducted using
the nineteen node data are summarized in Table I.
We observed that, for four out of the ve cases, the
proposed algorithm results in the same le allocation
as the optimal unconstrained le allocation obtained
by Casey [9]. Furthermore, the one le allocation that
is not found optimally has a cost within one percent
of the minimum cost as obtained by Casey. The total
costs obtained by our solution procedure and the costs
reported by Casey di er by less than one percent.
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm we experimented with a total of 540
cases of ve problems taken from the literature and
ten cases of two randomly generated problems. A discussion of the problem set is presented below, followed

Table I: Algorithm Veri cation Using
The Nineteen Node Problem
Update-query Casey's
Our
Ratio
Algorithm Algorithm
0.10
2, 10, 14 2, 10, 14
0.20
9, 14
10, 14
0.30
10, 14
10, 14
0.40
10, 12
10, 12
1.00
10
10
by a discussion of the accuracy, eciency and speed
of the algorithm.

5.1 Input problem set
The input problem set consists of seven problems.
Five problems, labeled prob1 through prob5, were
taken from the network reliability literature. In addition we randomly generated a 50 node problem and
a 100 node problem and labeled them as Prob 6 and
Prob 7. The link reliabilities for the networks are displayed as the probabilities on the edges. Problem 1,
which is made up of 5 nodes and 10 edges, is taken
from Casey [9] with node and link reliabilities assumed
by us as shown in Figure 2. Problem 2 is taken from
Resende [21] and represents the 1974 ARPANET with
21 nodes and 26 edges. Problems 3, 4 and 5 are taken
from Page and Perry [18]. For each of these networks,
we ran cases varying the update-query ratio from 0.10
to 0.90 in increments of 0.10 and for each update-query
ratio we varied both of the required availability and
reliability from 0.85 to 0.90. It is worth noting that
these ranges are comparable with the ranges that have
been used by previous authors (e. g., [9, 24, 16]) in the
le allocation literature and in the network reliability
literature.

5.2 Accuracy of The Proposed Algorithm
As shown in Table II, our algorithm resulted in the
optimal solution for most of the problems considered.
In addition, for the rest of the problems, the obtained
solutions were within twenty percent of the optimal
solution. Results for problems 2 and 5 are not reported due to the very large solution times required
for complete enumeration.

5.3 Eciency of The Proposed Algorithm
Table III and IV demonstrate the eciency of the
proposed algorithm compared to the exhaustive enu-

In the above set of constraints, k varies from 1 to
Lemma 1 Consider the LP problem:
nQnfor equations 4 and 5. The quantity, A0i (Y) = 1 ?
0
k=1 [1 ? rikYk uk ], and e (Y) is calculated according
Min c1 x1 + c2 x2 + : : : + cnxn
to the outline in Section 2.1, by calculating the node
reliability and the network reliability, and taking their
Pn s.t.
product to obtain the system reliability.
i=1 xi = 1
x

b
8
i i i = 1; 2; : : :; n
The formulation in (3) through (10) is a nonlinear
integer programming problem. The problem is nonFurther c1 < c2 < : : : P
< ncn . A feasible solution to this
linear due to constraint (10) which is non-linear in
problem
will
exist
i
i=1 (bi )  1. If the problem is
Y. Constraint (4) arises from the zero-one de nition feasible, an optimal solution
can be found by assignof the control variables, constraint (5) arises from the
ing
the
maximum
possible
quantities
to x1 ; x2; : : :; xn
de nition of G0k , constraint (6) arises from the requiresuccessively
subject
to
the
second
constraint,
until the
ment that the Xjk 's being fractions must sum to one
x
sum
to
1.
i
for each node j , constraint (7) says that the fraction
of le references satis ed by a le copy must be less
than or equal to the up-time of the node on which the
We propose an algorithm which operates by modcopy resides, constraint (8) speci es that a node can
ifying
the drop-add heuristic proposed by Wah [20].
satisfy a le request only of it has a copy of the le on
Unlike
Wah's approach, the approach proposed by
it (if a node does not have a copy of the le then it's
Casey
could,
in the worst case situation, result in
Xjk will be zero), constraint (9) is the non-negativity
exhaustive
enumeration.
This may take place if the
constraint for the Xjk variables. Constraint (10) repcost
function
decreases
monotonically
along all possiresents the query availability constraint or the update
ble
paths
of
the
cost
graph.
reliability constraint with e0 as the calculated system
Following is a discussion of the detailed steps.
reliability and e as the required system reliability. Depending on the consistency control algorithm modeled, Step 0: Generate an initial le allocation by assigning a
either the availability or the reliability constraint will
copy of the le to all nodes, i. e. set Yj = 1 8j .
apply, but not both.
Step 1: Check the feasibility of this allocation by calculating the availability or quorum reliability (as
4 Proposed Algorithm
applicable).
We present an algorithm to solve the le allocation
 If this allocation is feasible generate the corproblem with availability or reliability constraints.
responding LP subproblem for the Xjk 's and
This algorithm utilizes the special structure of the
solve it using the ecient solution procedure
problem to solve the resulting linear programming
discussed in Lemma 1. The value of the
subproblems by inspection.
corresponding objective function represents
An examination of the problem formulation reveals
the minimum cost allocation obtained so far.
that if the Yj variables are speci ed, we have a linProceed to Step 2.
ear programming problem with the Xjk decision vari Otherwise the problem has no feasible soluables. Furthermore, this LP has a special structure
tion. Stop.
which can be exploited to obtain ecient solutions,
without using a general LP package. The following Step 2: Perform an initial drop-phase, where each copy of
lemma extends the results presented in Fox [12] for
the le is dropped in turn and the feasibility of the
discrete optimization via marginal analysis. Fox conresulted le allocation is checked (as discussed in
sidered an LP with only one constraint, and proposed
Step 1); if found feasible the corresponding LP is
an approach where a marginal analysis of the incregenerated and solved, and value of the objective
mental return per additional dollar spent provides an
function is compared to the previous minimum
ecient solution. In our problem, we have essentially
cost, and:
three constraints for the LP with the Xjk variables.
We propose the following lemma which provides an
 If the initial drop-phase produces a lower
ecient solution procedure for the LP problem genercost allocation, store this as the incumated in the algorithm proposed in the next section:
bent minimum cost allocation and proceed
to Step 3.

2.2 Node Availability
We now turn our attention to the second category
of consistency control algorithms that can handle site
failures only. ROWAA and Available Copies are examples of such algorithms. According to these algorithms, the rst available copy of a le is used to satisfy a user query. Due to the communication costs, the
local copy is preferred over a remote copy. The availability of a given le can be de ned as the probability
that a copy of the le is accessible when requested by
users.
We de ne rik , which is the probability of successful communication over some network path between
nodes i and k. Thus, rii = 1, by de nition. It is interesting to notice that rik and aij are di erent due
to the replication of le j at nodes other than node
i. The parameters rik are calculated once for every
network, for every pair of nodes i and k.
In this study we consider a realistic setting where
nodes may fail. We de ne the following new terms:

if node k contains a copy of the le
Yk = 01 otherwise
and

node k is operational
uk = 10 ifotherwise
Substituting Yk for xij the le allocation decision variables can be represented by the vector Y =
(Y1 ; Y2; : : :; Yn) and we have:
n
Y
(1)
A0i (Y) = 1 ? [1 ? rik Yk uk ]
k=1

The availability measure is incorporated into the
le allocation problem as a set of constraints of the
form [16]:
1 X (A0 (Y))  a
(2)
N i2S i
where S is the set of all network nodes having demand for the le, N is the number of nodes in the
set S and a is the user speci ed minimum availability
requirement for the le.

3 Formulation of The Extended File
Allocation Problem
We rst de ne the problem parameters and decision variables:

Input Parameters

k = storage cost of locating a copy of the le at
node k (cost/time-period).
j = volume of query trac originating from node j
(megabits/time-period).
j = volume of update trac originating from node
j (megabits/time-period).
djk = unit communication cost from node j to node
k for a query transaction.
cjk = unit communication cost from node j to node
k for an update transaction.
n = number of nodes in the network.
uk = probability of node k being operational.
rjk = probability of successful communication over
some network path between nodes j and k.
a = desired system availability.
e = desired system reliability.

Decision Variables

Xjk = fraction of le requests of node j answered by
le copy at node k.

if node k contains a copy of the le
Yk = 01 otherwise
The objective function can now be written as:
Min
n X
n
n
X
X
C (X; Y) =
j djk Xjk + G0k Yk (3)
j =1 k=1

k=1

and the complete set of constraints are as follows:

Yk = 0 or 1 (integer)
(4)
n
X
G0k = k +
j cjkuk rjk (5)
n
X
k=1

j =1

Xjk = 1; j = 1; 2; : : :; n

(6)

Xjk  uk :rjk 8 j; k
Xjk  Yk 8 j; k
Xjk  0 8 j; k

(7)
(8)
(9)

n
1X
0
0
n j =1 (Ai (Y))  a or e (Y)  e

(10)

 The probability that the K or more nodes are able

to communicate, i. e. have an operational path
between them. This is referred to as the network
reliability.

In this paper we assume that node failures are independent of end-to-end path failures. Given the current state of wide area computer networks, we believe
that this assumption is justi ed, since such networks
typically include alternate paths among nodes.
Following is our proposal for obtaining an approximation of both components of the quorum reliability.

2.1.1 Node Reliability

Node reliability is equivalent to the probability that
k or more of the nodes are operational and contain a
copy of the le. This problem can be formulated as
the problem of determining the reliability of k-out-ofN system.
According to Boland and Proschan [7], if the average (over all nodes) reliability of the system, p, is high
then the reliability of the k-out-of-N system is closely
approximated by the binomial distribution with parameters p and N . It is further shown in [8] that
the approximation is sharp for high node reliabilities
(p > 0:9) thereby providing a good lower bound.
In [8] it was observed that the calculation of the
reliability function hk (p) becomes easier as the number of distinct component values in p decreases. Consider for example a system with eight components. If
we have p = (p1 ; p2; : : :; p8) with each element being
k?1 , then we can easily determine lower bounds for
 N?
1
the reliability calculation.
In the context of our problem, we will be concerned
k?1 ; 8i is satwith systems where the property: pi  N?
1
is ed. since voting (or a variant of voting) method is
being used. Such methods always look for a majority
of the current and operational copies in each partition,
k?1
hence k is in the range of 1=2 of N . Consequently, N?
1
is in the neighborhood of .5 and we would then have
k?1 .
pi  N?
1
We use the above result for obtaining the lower
bound on the node reliability component of the quorum reliability, and adopt this approximation rather
than calculating upper and lower bounds by enumerating all path sets and cut sets, which is computationally
infeasible for large problems.

2.1.2 Network Reliability

Surveys of network reliability as well as ecient algorithms to calculate it are provided in [2, 19]. In [19] it

was stated that \the reliability problem for a general
network has been shown to be inherently dicult and
very likely no ecient algorithm can be constructed
for its solution."
For the purpose of calculating the network reliability, we assume that nodes fail independently of endto-end paths. Our problem then reduces to the calculation of the k-terminal reliability, given that k is the
size of the quorum. We are interested in obtaining a
point estimate of the network reliability. A discussion
of the computational complexity of this problem can
be found in [4], where it is stated that the point estimate reliability analysis problems are all NP-hard for
the k-terminal network reliability measure.
Graph reductions have been described in [2, 3], and
a factoring algorithm has been proposed to exploit the
structure of the network to obtain reductions in the
graph, thereby simplifying the reliability calculations.
In [21] a FORTRAN implementation (referred to
as polychain) of a factoring algorithm for reliability
evaluation of undirected networks is presented. This
program works by reducing the size of the input graph
through reliability-preserving transformations. Three
types of reductions are considered: parallel reduction,
series reduction , and degree-2 reduction. For a given
edge, e, the pe and qe = 1 ? pe denote the edge reliability and the edge failure probability respectively. In
parallel reduction, for example, two parallel edges that
connect the same two nodes, ea and eb are replaced
by a single node ec , whose edge reliability= 1 ? qaqb.
For a given graph, G, the algorithm goes recursively
through the following steps:

 Reduce (G).
 Select edge e to pivot. That is, chose an edge
whose removal does not disconnect the graph.

 Factor (Ge ) and (G ? e), where (Ge) is the graph
G considering that edge e is working and and (G?
e) is the graph G considering that edge e is not
working.

The the k-terminal reliability, Rk (G), is computed
by repeated applications of the following decomposition,

Rk (G) = pe Rk (Ge) + (1 ? pe )Rk (G ? e)
We have used this program to compute the network
reliability, for a discussion of the implementation and
further details on the underlying algorithms see [21].

tion problem (GFAP), as opposed to an unconstrained
simple le allocation problem (SFAP).

Ramamoorthy and Wah [20] proved that there is an
isomorphism between the simple le allocation problem and the single commodity warehouse location
problem. Solution techniques proposed for one problem can therefore be used to solve the other problem.
Branch and bound, and add-drop heuristics have been
proposed for the ecient solution of both problems.
The main contribution of our paper is to incorporate the the behavior of consistency control algorithms
that ensure mutual consistency of replicated data, in
the le allocation problem for distributed computing
systems. This is accomplished by adding probabilistic
reliability and availability constraints to the original
model and modifying the objective function accordingly. We propose an ecient algorithm for the resulting non-linear integer programmingmodel. Our model
takes into account failures of computers on which the
les reside, as well as failures of communication links
of the computer network. In previous work computers
(nodes) have been assumed completely reliable, and
only communication links were subject to failure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next Section, consistency considerations are introduced and modeled as reliability or availability constraints depending on the type of consistency control
algorithm being used. Section 3 states the extended
le allocation problem including the consistency constraints. Section 4 describes a solution algorithm. Section 5 presents an implementation of our algorithm,
followed by a performance analysis of the algorithm
in Section 6 in terms of the algorithms accuracy, eciency, and execution speed.

2 Consistency in Distributed Systems
Distributed computing systems having multiple
copies of data items may have strict consistency requirements for each data item. That is, all copies of
a data object should have the same value, ensuring
that answers to user queries have a consistent value
across the distributed system. To illustrate, let us
consider the following examples. In a banking environment, an account balance should have the same
amount whether it is queried from New York or San
Francisco. In an airline environment, the data object
may be a reservation le containing all seat assignments from New York to San Francisco to provide a
consistent answer to user queries issued from any airline reservation center. In a military environment, the
data object may be a radar tracking le used to home

in on a target based on multiple sensors, where it is
absolutely essential to have a consistent picture of the
target.
Consistency control algorithms can be classi ed according to whether they can handle site failures and
network partitioning or site failures only. The rst category of consistency control algorithms is those that
can handle both site failures and network partitioning. Such algorithms, typically use a majority consensus (voting) approach to determine the majority
partition. Several variants of voting algorithms have
been proposed (see for example, [13, 23, 14, 15]). Voting based algorithms enable each partition to decide,
autonomously, whether it contains a majority (K ) of
the total copies (N ) of a data object, based on local
state information maintained with each data object.
Update and query operations can be performed within
a majority partition. For more detailed discussion on
this and other related issues see [22, 1].
The second category of consistency control algorithms is those that can handle site failures only. Two
representative algorithms that belong to this category
are ROWAA (Read-One-Write-All-Available) [6] and
Available Copies[5]. These algorithms function by
reading any available copy of the data object (preferably local) and writing into all available copies. Under
these algorithms a user query can be always satis ed
as long as at least one copy of the desired data object is available. Hence, our concern in this case is: at
which sites of the network should copies of a given le
be located to satisfy a speci ed minimum probability
of the le being available when requested by users?
This availability problem and our proposed solution
are discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1 Quorum Reliability
In any replicated data management scheme involving majority consensus or voting type of consistency
algorithms each copy of the data object carries one
vote, or more generally an integer number of votes.
Each read and write operation requires the collection
of a majority of the votes assigned to a data object and
this majority can be obtained in at most one partition
called the majority partition. In order to determine
the majority partition, a voting process has to be performed by the initiator of the read or update request.
The quorum reliability of a system can therefore, be
viewed as the product of:

 The probability of K or more of the N nodes

being operational. This is referred to as the node
reliability.
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Abstract
We consider the resource allocation problem in distributed computing systems that have strict mutual
consistency requirements. Our model incorporates the
behavior of consistency control algorithms, which ensure that mutual consistency of replicated data is preserved even when communication links of the computer
network and/or computers on which the les reside
fail. The problem of resource allocation in these networks is signi cant in terms of the eciency of operations and the reliability of the network.
The constrained resource allocation problem is formulated as a mixed nonlinear integer program. An
ecient algorithm is proposed to solve this problem.
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated in terms
of the algorithm's accuracy, eciency and execution
times, using a representative problem set.

1 Introduction
Consider a distributed computing system (DCS)
that is made up of a set of sites (nodes) connected
through communication links which transmit information from one site to another. Each site has a computer that processes user requests for some common
data les.
If only one copy of that le is made available at a
given site i, all related user requests initiated at that
site would be processed locally. However, all related
user requests initiated at the rest of the sites have to
be transmitted to site i for processing and the results
have to be transmitted back to the home sites. This
one copy solution su ers from such drawbacks as: high
communicationcosts incurred by the various sites, and
low availability and reliability.
Another possible solution is to duplicate the common data le at each site in the network. In this case,
higher availability and reliability would be achieved

and user queries at all sites would be processed locally thus, incurring no communication costs. On the
other hand, this results in higher storage costs. In addition, in order to insure mutual consistency of replicated data, user update requests initiated at a given
site have to be transmitted to all sites. Mutual consistency refers to having the same value for all copies
of each data object at the various sites.
The le allocation problem was originally investigated by Chu [10]. He considered the problem: Given
a number of computers that process common les,
where should the les be located so that the minimum
overall operating costs could be achieved. Chu's model
was formulated as a nonlinear zero-one programming
problem. By adding additional constraints, the problem was reduced to an equivalent linear zero-one programming problem.
Casey [9] studied the problem of allocating a given
le in a computer network. The problem formulation
used a linear integer program, and a solution procedure was developed using the hypercube method of
enumeration. Casey applied his method to a ve node
network and a nineteen node ARPA network problems. Subsequent researchers have used Casey's problems for benchmark purposes.
Eswaran [11] proved that the le allocation problem
(FAP) is NP-complete. This result motivated a number of heuristics proposed in the literature. Morgan
and Levin [17] devised a heuristic for the allocation of
program and data les in a computer network. This
heuristic took into account the dependencies between
data les and program les. Laning and Leonard
[16] considered the case of a store-and-forward computer network. Their objective function was a sum of
the storage costs and the message transmission costs,
and the constraints included availability and performance constraints. This paper made an important
contribution by introducing network performance constraints. The FAP with availability and performance
constraints has been termed as the general le alloca-

